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Station, Tennessee. The tests were conducted under ARO Project
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the flow-field structure of a re-cntr, v,_ ic. _
such as the Space Shuttle ()rbiter is essential if hypersonic :nd _,_r_!'-<
data (particularly convective heating data) are to be reliab]_ e._'aFc.,-
fated to flight conditions. Specific areas o£ interest in the v_. ,:,,-. f]<
field are sh_ck wave standoff distance, distribution of flow-fiela i t' p-.
erties in the inviscid shock layer, flow properties at the edge of the
boundary layer, and details of the boundary-layer flow. The definition
of flow properties at the edge of the laminar boundary layer is of par-
ticular importance because most boundary-layer transition correlations
(see Ref. ! for example) use these properties.
The primary objective of the present tests was the determination
of flow properties at the edge of laminar boundary layers on current
Space Shuttle Orbiter cor_figurations. Pitot pressure, _otal-temperature,
and surface static pressure measurements were used with the isentropic
fh)w relations to derive these properties. Secondary objectives in-
eluded obtaining inviscid shock layer flow-field property distributions,
shock wave standoff meast_rements, and boundary-layer flow detaJ!s.
The tests were conducted in the Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (B) of the
yon Ka_rmdn Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF), at iViach number 8 using
specially constructed pitot pressure and total-temperature probes. The
tests were conducted in two phases, designated ()H9 and OH52, each
using a 0.0175-scale model of the then current Space Shuttle Orbiter
configuration. Model angle of attack was varied from 15 to 35 degrees
and Reynolds numbers, based on model reference length, were 1.3 x 106
and 2.1 x 106 .
A complementary analytical study was undertaken to develop tech-
niques to extrapolate the preserlt b,)undary-layer-edge measurements to
flight conditions. This study is documented in Ref. 2.
2.0 APPARATUS
2.1 WIND TUI4NEL
Tunnel t_ is a continuous, closed-circuit, 50-Jn.-diam tkypersonic
tun_lei having Mach (; and 8 axisymmetric c()ntoured nozzles. With the
Maeb g nozzle, this tunnel can be operated,)ver the stagnation pressure
7
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range of 50 to 850 psia at a maximum stagnation temperature of 13O0°R.
The tunnel is equipped with a model injection system with which the
model may be injected and retracted without interrupting the flow. A
description of the tunnel may be found in Ref. 3.
2.2 MODELS
2.2.10H9-Phase
The model used during the OH9 phase of testing was supplied by
Rockwell International and was a 0.01 75-scale model of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter Configuration 139. It was designated as Model 29-0
and is defined on Rockwell Drawing VL70-000139. This model was
constructed of 15-5 stainless steel and had no movable control surfaces.
The basic configuration is shown in Fig. 1, and a photograph of the[:
model is presented in Fig. 2. Twenty-one static pressure orifices
located on the lower surface of the model were made of 0.063-in. -OD
stainless steel tubing which provided orifice diameters of 0.040 in.
Also located on the lower surface were three 1/8-in. Chromel @-
[ constantan surface thermocouple gages which were used to record the
model surface tempe_'ature. The locations of the stetic pressure
_ orifices and surface thermocouples are _hown in Fig. 3 and listed in
Table 1.
2.2.20H52-Phase
The OH52 phase model was a revised version of the OH9 model and
was designated as 29-0-Modified. ]'his model is defined an i_e_kwell
Drawing VL70-000140B. It was constructed of 15-5 stainless steel and
had no movable control surfaces, The princiFal configuraLon changes
from the 139 configuration were in nest shape and wing incidence angle.
A comparison of lower surf__c¢ contours for the two : lodels is shown in
Fig. 4. The twenty-six pressure orifice and ten thermocouple gage
locations on tile lower surface of this model are shown in Fig. 3 and
li_ted in Table 2.
2.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT PRECISION
2.3.1 Tunnel Instrumentation
The Tunnel B stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 1000-
psidtransducer referenced to a near vacuum. The estimated uncertainty
8
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()f _t0.2 percent ,)1" the eali=Jra_ed r'an_( f)r this transducer is based on I
peri(_dic c_)mpari._(m with a sec,)n(iary standar(t. The stilling chamber Itempe rature was mea._;urcct w ith Chr_)mcl(_-Alumei ® thermocouple._
which have an uncertainty ,,f ±_J.5 percent. The free-stream Maeh num-
ber uncertainty is _).30 percent ,ff the calibrated Mach number for the
Mach 8 n_,)zzle. The uncertai_t/es _)f the free-stream pr_)perties were
estimated by means ()f tim Tayl_,r :_eries meth,)d of error pr,)pagation.
Uncertainties, ± Percent
T p T : q Re/ftM, ?,) o , ' P_)
0.3 0.8 0.5 2.1 O.t_ 1.5 1.:) 1.4
2.3.; Model Surface Data
The model surface pressures were measured with 1-psid trans-
ducers with an uncertainty of _J percent. Using the Taylor series
method of error pr,_pa_ati_)n with this a_.d the Po uncertainty, the un-
certainty of pm/pj is 1.8 percent.
The model surface temperatures were measured with Chr_)mel-
c()n.stanLan c_axial surface thermoc(_uple gages. Precision of the
thern_oc()ul_le measurements is estimated tu be ±3°[{ considering wire
and instrument uncertainties.
2.3.3 Flow-Field Survey Systems
The fl_)w-field surveys were perf_rmed with a 4-degree-of-freedom
rem,)te _irive mechanism. This system p()sitioned the probes over the
stati()ns t() be surveyed and pitched the survey drive axis, Zp, such that
the survey w<_uhl be made as nearly normal t,_ the model centcrline as
possible. The pro)be pitch (triv(, was limite(l tc) 29 (teg; therefc)r,% ',{ur-
vevs made f()r m,)(tel an_les ()f attack _f 30 and 35 (te_ werL ,;lightly off
the n(;rmal. The survey stMi(_ns were h_eaced within 0.1 inch _)f the
StlFfaC{_ I)FUS,_LIP(_ ()rffice tlse(] tt) r(?(ttlCt' the (lata, and the l)rec;,_;ioll ()f
the t)r,)b( translat_()n was estimate_t to _)_ _0.003 inches.
The pit()t pressure probes were c(mnect(;t() 15-t)sid transducers
which were calibrated f,)r a 5-p,_id range. F_,r this range, these trans-
ducers have an uncertainty of P0.01 psia.
19/6005034-012
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2.3 40H9-Phase Probes[
i Because of limited vertical drive, two different ]pngfh....... _,'_'_'_"'_,_,_,sup-
• p_ t_lg. 5) were required to cover the ten mode? survey stations
i during the OH9 phase of testing. Each of these flow-fieldsurvey probe
! supports had two Chromel-Aiumel, unshie!ded, total-temperature
probes positionedoutboard of the lower of wo pitotprobes. Tempera-
lure probe TT 2 was 0.010 in. in diameter and was used as the primary
I instrument. Probe TT I was 0.020 in. in diameter and was considered
as a backup for TT 2. Probes similar to TT 1 and %T2, previously
tested in Tunnel P.,exhibited a f_'ee-stream recovery factor, TT/To,
of abou 0.9.
The lower pitot probe, PPl, was constructed of 0.020-in.-OD
tvbing tapered to 0.014 in. at the tip and had an insiae diameter of
0.010 in. This small tubing was used to minimize the flow disturb-
antes and improve the data resolution in the model boundary layer.
The other pitot probe, PP2, was located about 1.0 in. above PPl and
was constructed of 0. 093-in. -OD tubing.
2.3.50H52--Phase Probes
A single probe support was used during the OH52 phase of testing
(Fig. 6). The temperature probe, TT1, and the lower pitc c probe, PPl'
were similar to the corresponding probes of the OH9 phase. Probe PP2
was located 0. 584 in. above PPl and constructed of 0. 093-in.-OD tubing,
flattened at the tip to a height of 0. 052 in.
The uncertainty of the boundary-layer thicknesses derived from the
total-temperature profiles is estimated to have been _4-0.006 in. based
on data repeatability and smoothness. Similarly, the boundary-layer-
edge Math number uncertainty is estimated to be :b0.07.
3.0 PROCEDURE
3.1 TEST PROCEDURE
When investigating the flow field of a configuration such as the
Shuttle Orbiter which may have velocity gradients at the boundary-
layer edge, the boundary-layer thickness can best be determined from
the total-temperature profiles. The existence of velocity gradients in
the imriscid shock layer does not alter the adiabatic nature of the flow,
10
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hence, the totaltemperature remains constant through the flow field
untilthe boundary layer is reacheci. When the effect_r viscou_ dis-
sipationbecomes significant,i.e., when the boundary layer is entered,
the totaltemperature decreases. At the model surface the totaltem-
perature is, of course, equal to the model temperature. The magni-
tude of the total-temperature i11flectionat the boundary-layer edge is
enhanced by lowering the model wall temperature, so during the tests
several measures were used to minimize model wall temperature.
To obtain minimum wall temperature flow-fieldsurveys, the
initialmodel surface temperature and the time of aerodynamic heating
of the model were controlled. The model, therefore, was retracted
from the tunnel flow between surveys and cooled to about 530°R with
air jets. During thistime, the probes were positioned in the test
section to a predetermined locationfor the next survey. The model
was then injected intothe tunnel and the survey was initiatedby driving
the probes toward the model surface. When the lower pitotprobe ap-
proached the vicinityof the model boundary layer where a high pitot
pressure gradient was encountered, the data were recorded in a drive-
pause manner to accommodate the longer pressure stabilizationtime
in this region. When the lower pitotprobe made contact with the model
surface an electricalfoul circuitwas triggered, recording the final
survey data point and establishingthe probe height zero. An additional
data point was taken afterthe pitotpressure had completely stabilized.
After driving the pr.t)esclear, the model was retracted from the tunnel
for cooling and the cycle repeat_;dfor the next run.
The model surfac_' pressure data were _btained independently of
the flow-fieldsurvey data.
3.2 TEST CONDITIONS
The tests were conducted at a nominal free-stream Mach number
of 8 at a tunnel stillingchamber temperature ff 1340°11. The other test
conditions were as follows:
Nominal Test Conditions
Re/ft
M_ Po' psia p®, psia T_, °R q_, psia x 10 -6
7.92 150 O. 016 99 O. 7 2 O. 7
7.95 250 O. 027 98 I. 18 i. l
Test summaries are given in Table 3.
II
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3.3 DATA REDUCTION
The survey heights for the probes _,_ro computed ucing the geo-
metric center of each probe and the relativepcsition of the probes.
The zero probe height point, obtained when the lower pitotprobe (ppl_
made electricalcontact with the model, was used to reference all
probe heights to the model surface.
Since the total-temperature probes were unsMelded, there was a
radiation loss associated with each measurement. In the inviscid shock
layer this loss was about 5 percent. ,_Ln..eitdid not affectthe definition
of the boundary-layer edge, no radiation loss com ections were applied
to the data. However, ifcomparisons are made with ealculat;ons or
"" quantitiesare derived using these total-temperature measurements, a
correction should be applied. The _imples_ correction is to select a
point exterior to the boundary layer and obtain a correction faetor by
settingTT/T o equa? to 1.0 at this point. The rest of the readings
would then be multiplied by the correction factor.
In spite of the effortst_ r_duce pitotpressure stabilizationerror
as mentione_! previously, significanterrors were suspected, particu-
larly in the interior of the boundary layer. To quantifyerror estimates,
calculationswere made using a pressure stabilizationcomputer pro-
gram. The results indicated an error increasing from about 2.5 percent
at the boundary-layer edge to about 30 percent at the model surface. A
graphical presentation of this result will be dlscussed in a subsequent
section.
The boundary-layer thickness, _, was determined from the total-
temperature profileby selectingthe point at which the measured _alue
was 0.995 of the maximum measured value. The measured pitoLpres-
sure at this _oint and the corresponding model surface pressure were
then used to determine Lhe boundary-layer-edge Mach number. The
other edge conditions were computed u_ngthe Mach number and the
isentroplc flow relations given in Appendix A. The co1-'outededge
conditions are summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
Note that the present boundary-layer-edge conditions depend on the
value of total-temperature ratio used in the definition. For example,
values of 0.99 or 0._09 times the maximum measured total temperature
could have been used to define 6. However, the edge values obtained
are ennsistent and are comparable t,_ numerical results such as those
of Ref. 2 where the boundary-layer edge was sim_!arly defined.
i2
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 STATIC PRESSURE
Model centerline staticpressure measurements from the 139 and
140B eorEigurations are compared in Fig. 7. The two sets of mea-
surements are in good agreement for X/L values less than or equal to
0.8 and diverge at larger values. These results are consistent with
the local body surface contours shown in Fig. 4.
Also shown in Fig. 7 are modified Newtonian and tangent cone
calculationsfor the 139 configuration. The data generally fallbetween
the two sets of calculated values which is consistentwith data from
similar configurations (see Ref. 4 for example).
Spanwise staticpressure _neasurements from the 139 configura-
tion at an X/L value of 0.8 and 30-deg angle of attack are compared
with calculationsusing three methods in Fig. 8. The measurements
rise from agreemenL with the tangent cone value near the centerline
to agreement with tangent wedge va _,esat the mc:_t outboard measure-
ment station.
A summary of wing staticpressure measurerr ents is shown in
Fig. 9 along with calculated values for 2Y/B = 0.6. Calculated values
for the other spanwise stations are not significantlydifferentand are
k not shown. Once again, the trend o_ increasing pressure with spanwise
distance can be seen.
4.2 PITOT PRESSURE AND TOTAL-TEMPERATURE PROFILES
A typicalpitotpressure profilefrom the 139 configuration is shown
in Fig, i0. The bow shock is located about one inch from the model
surface. The pitotpressure profileis smooth from the shock to the
model surfaee with no evidence of the boundary-layer-edge location.
Th_ total-temperature profilecorresponding to the pitotpressure
profile_f Fig. i0 is shown in Fig. II. In contrast to the pitotpre_;ure
profile,the vicinityof the boundary'-layer edge can be easily seen as
the area where the totaltemperature rapidly decreases. The theoretical
' aspects of using total-temperature or totalenthalpy profiles to define
boundary-layer-edge conditions are discussed in Ref. 2. The present
13
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definitionof the boundary-layer edge (5)is the point where TT/'FTma>:
0.995 as discussed in Section 3.3.
neglible with respect to boundary-layer thickness, hence, probe inter-
ference with the boundary layer might be suspected. Monaghan (Ref.
5) discusses three types of profile distoi_tions that may occur if the
pitot probe is too large. They are as follows:
(I) A peak in the profile at the outer edge of the boundary
layer,
(2) A displacement of the main body of the profile, and
(3) A distortion of the profile near the wall.
The most important potentialeffectwith respect to present data |
was the profile peak at the edge of the boundary layer since boundary-
layer-edge properties were the primary objective, Galezowski (Ref,,
6) studied the effect of circular pitot probe diameter on boundary-layer
profiles and found that if the probe diameter-to-boundary-±ayer thick-
ness ratio was less than 0.29, no profile peak (or distortion) occurred
at the boundary-layer edge.
An enlargement of the pitet pressure ratio profile for the region
near the mcdel surface from Fig. I0 is shown in Fig. 12. In this case
tile probe diameter-to-boundary-layer thickness ratio was 0.21 which,
according to Ga2ezowski criterion, should be adequate to avoid prcfile
peaking at the boundary-layer edge. Examination of B'ig. 12 indicates
that this is indeed the case. In three centerline surveys the probe
diameter-to-boundary-layer thickness did exceed 0.29 by a small
amount, but no profile peaking was noted.
The profile displacement effect noted above results i'rom the effec-
tive center of pressure being shifted from the geometric center of the
probe. Reference 5 sta_es t::at this effect is probably quite small in
supersonic boundary layers,
Profile distortion near a model surface is probably related to ,t
local three-dimensional separation in the vicinity of the probe ti:) as
discussed in Ref. 7. In Ref. 7 it was suggested that profile data, at
points where the probe wall separation distance is on the order of the
probe diameter, should probably be disregarded. The region of pos-
sible i;.obe wall interference is showp in Fig. 12.
14
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Also shown in Fig. 12 is the estimate of the true pitotpressure
profilebased on pressure stabilizationcalculationsas discussed in
Section 3.3. The validityof this estimate is confirmed since itagrees
with the stabilizedpoint with the probe on the model surface (see
Section 3.I).
A comparison of centerl_ne pitotpressure profiles for 139 and 140B
configurations at an X/L va?:'eof 0.5 and 30-deg angle of attack is shown
in Fig. 13. Differences are small as expected since body profile dif-
ferences are smal] (Fig. 4).
Off-centerlinepitotpressure profilesfrom tilei40B configuration
at values of 2Y/B of 0.4 and less were similar in nature to the center-
line profiles. Profiles at 2"_/B greater than 0.4 were considerably
differer<as eanbe seen from three examples in Fig. 14. These pro-
filesare irregular, peri_aps indicatingthe presence of shocks and
expansions in the flow field.
[
The thinnestboundary-layer measurement recorded was 0.030 in.
at a 2Y/B = 0.6 and X/I, = 0.75. The probe diameter-to-boundary-
layer thickness ratio in this case was 0.47, but only a small overshoot
in pitotpressure at the edge of the boundary layer was noted.
4.3 BOUNI.3ARY-LAYER THICKNESS
Centerline boundary-layer thickness measurements from the 139
configurationare shown in Fig. 15. A trend of decreasing thickness
, with increasing angle of atta2k can be seen. The rapid thickening of
/ the boundar%, layer near the aftend of the vehicle is attributedto the[
i comb'ined effectsof flow expansion (see Figs. 4 and 7) and three-
dimensional flow convergence in this region. Centerline boundary-
layer thicknesses from the 139 and 140B configurations are compared in
Fig. 16. The 140B results indicateda slightl}thicker boundary layer.
Spanwise distributionof boundary-layer thickness at an X/I of 0.8
for the 140B configuration is shown in Fig. 17. A rapid decrease in
thickness is noted in the region between 2Y/B values of 0.4 to 0.6.
This decrease may be related to a dramatic change in pitotpressm
profiles between the two areas (comps re Figs. 13 and 14). An oil-flow
photograph of the 139 configuration fro_i another test is shown in Fig.
18. Tw_ streaks are noted in the region between 2Y/B values of 0.4
i and 0.6. These streaks are in the area_f the bow shock/wing inter-
acti, m and apparently depict the transition from body-dominated flow to
15
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that supported by the outer portion of the wing. Thus, the boundary-
layer thinning in this area is attributedto the transitionfrom body to
outer-wing flow.
4.4 BOUNDARY-LAYER-EDGE MACH NUMBER
An illustrationof a blunt body flow fieldtypical of that found on the
Space Shuttlelower surface is shown in Fig. 19. The parameter con-
trollinglocalboundary-layer-edge conditions is the shock-wave angle at
which the local streamline entering the boundary layer crossed the shock.
The limitingvalues of shock crossing angle are then the normal shock
present at the nose and the oblique shock angle perpendicular to the point
under consideration.
A comparison of centerline boundary-layer-edge Maeh number from
the 139 configurationand calculated values based on the shock angle
limits are shown in Fig. 20. The calculated values were obtained using
isentropie flow relationswith the measured staticpressure and the total
pressure downstream of a normal shock (denoted normal shock) or the
totalpressure downstream of an oblique shock whose angle was deter-
mined by tangent cone theory applied locally(denoted tangent cone). At
allthree angles of attack the boundary-layer-edge Mach numbers fall
between the calculated limitingvalues, with a slighttrend toward the
tangent cone limit as angle of attack increases. This trend is expected
since the nose flow, which is characterized by normal shock calculations,
becomes less dominant as angle of attack increases.
Comparisons of boundary-layer-edge Mach numbers and thicknesses
for the two Reynolds numbers at which data were obtained showed only
minor differences and are not presented. A discussion of scaling the
present data with respect to Reynolds number is given in Ref. 2.
A comparison of centerline boundary-layer-edge ._/[achnumbers for
the 139 and 140B configurations is shown in Fig. 21. There is close
agreement except in the expansion region (X/L greater than 0.8).
Spanwise boundary-layer-edge _ach numbers from the 140B eonfig-
uration at an X/L value of 0.8 are compared with ealculated values in
Fig. 22. The values rise with increasing spanwise distance untilgood
agreement with tangent cone calculations is obtained at 2Y/B of 0.6.
Again, this is expected since the outer portion of the wing is essentially
free from nose bluntness effects.
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A summary of boundary-layer-edge Mach numbers on the 140B
..... _ ............ in . ,6. :o _l_tg w±Ln i.angent we e and tangent cone
calcula_,Jonsfor 2Y/B of 0.6. Except for the expansion region
(XW/C > 0.6) the values are generally in good agreement with tangent
cone calculations.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
Pitot pressure and total-temperature profileswere measured in
the windward surface shock layer of two 0. 175-scale Space Shuttle
()rbitermodels. Surface staticpressure measurements were also
made. Boundary-layer-edge conditions were then derived from these
measurements. Two distinctlydifferentflow fieldswere found with
the following characteristics:
Fuselage (0 _<2Y/B < 0.4)
i. Smooth pito:pressure profilesfrom the shock to the
model surface and
2. Boundar}-layer-edge Mach numbers that fallapproximately
midway between normal shock and tangent cone calculations.
Wing (0.6 <_2Y/B < i)
I. Irregular pitotpressdre profilesindicatinga complex
flow fieldand
{ 2. Boundary-layer-edge Mach numbers that agree with tangent
c(me calculations.
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Figure 3. Pressure orifice and thermocoup!z gage locations.
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Figure 8. Spanwise surface static pressure distribution at
an X/L value of 0.8.
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Figure 9. Wing surface static pressure distributions.
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Figure 10. Typical centerlinepitot pressurepro:ile.
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Figure 11. T,,oical centerline total-temperature distribution.
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Figure 12. Detailpa pitot pressuredistribution.
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Figure 13. Comparisonof 139 and 140B configurationspitot pressureprofiles.
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Figure 15. Centerline boundary-layerthicknessdistributionsfor the 139 configuration.
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Figure 17. Spanwiseboundary-iayerthicknessdistribution at an X/L value of 0.8.
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Figure 22. Spanwise boundary-layer-edge Mach number distribution
at an X/L value of 0.8.
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Table 1. 139 Configuration PressureOrifice and Thermocouple
GageLocations
Pressure Pressure
Orifice Orifice
_ No. X/L 2Y/B XW/C No. XL/L 2Y/B XW/C
1 0. 1 0 --- 11 0.4 0. 107 -- -
2 0.2 --- 12 0.5 0, 107 ---
3 0 3 --- 13 0.6 0. 107 ---
4 0 4 --- 14 0.5 0.25 ---
5 0 5 --- 15 0.6 0.25 ---
6 0 6 --- 16 0.8 0 25 ---
7 0 7 --- 17 0.8 0 40 0.559
8 0 8 --- 18 0.848 0 60 0.60
9 0 9 --- 19 0.842 0 75 0.50
10 1 0 --- 20 0.928 0 75 0.90
21 0.857 0 85 0.50
Thermoeoupte
No. X/L 2Y!B
A 0.15 0
B 0.55 d
C 0.95 0
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t Table 2. 140B ConfigurationPress_',reOrifir_ _n,-I Th ...... u-I=
....... b ,,_l *ll*._W IJ_
Gage Locations
Pressure Pressure
Orifice Orifice
No. X/L 2Y/B XW/C No. X/I, 2V/B XW/C
1 O. 1 0 --- 14 -0.5 0.25 ---
2 0.2 --- 15 0.6 0.25 ---
3 0.3 --- 16 0.8 0.25 ---
4 0.4 --- 17 0.8 0.4 0.5,96
5 O. 5 --- 18 O. 847 O. 6 O. 599
6 O. 6 --- 19 O. 842 O. 75 O. 498
7 O. 7 --- 20 O. _28 O. 75 O, 900
8 O. 8 --- 21 O. 857 O. 85 O. 497
9 O. 9 --- 22 O. 7 O. 25 ---
I0 I. 0 --- 23 O. 750 O. 6 O. 246
11 0.4 O. 107 --- 24 0.8 0.6 0.426
12 O. 5 O. 10'7 --- 25 O. 928 O. 6 O. 889
13 O. 6 O. 107 --- 26 O. 8 O. 75 O. 299
Thermocouple Thermocouple
No. X/L 2Y/13 XW/C No. X/L 2Y/B XW/C
A 0. 15 0 --- F 0..40 0.777
B 0.55 0 .... G 0, 60 0,734
C 0, 95 0 --- H 0.85 0.662
D 0.88 0.75 0.699 I 0.55 0.25 ---
E 0.88 0.25 --- J 0.70 0.40 0.299
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Table 3. Test Summary
OH9 Test Phase (139 Configuration)
Survey Station
M® Po, psia Orifice No,
7.92 150 1 15.5
1 25
1 30
2- 10 15.5
3O
35
* 15.5
25
30
35
7.95 250 2- I0 30
7.95 250 * 30
OH5 Test Phase (140B Configuration)
Survey Station
M_ Po, psia Orifice No. a, deg
7. 92 150 4-26 30
21 -26 35
* 15
25
30
35
*Surface pressure data (all orifices)
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APPENDIX A
DATA REDUCTION EQUATIONS
The following equations were used to compute the boundary-layer-
edge conditions which are given in Tables 4 and 5.
PARA M_ETER EQdATION
PP/Po
PP/Pm PP/Pm -
Pm/Po
Me From Table II, Ref. 8 using PP/Pm
Te/T ® Te/T _ = 1 + 2 + 2
ae/a= ae/a® = (Te/T®) 1/2
u /u® Ue/U _ = (.Me/M _) (ae/a ®)e ,
•y 1
,_1Oel° IQo L 2 _ _ TM® 2 - ('y- i_
-8 3/22.27 x 10 T tb sec
/U® _ = , (for T >200°R)
e T + 198.6 ft 2
- I0 Ib sec
/a = 8.051 x I0 T, (for T < 200°R)
ft 2
Ree/Re® aee/Re<. = (pe/p) (Ue/u°°) / (pe/u=)
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NOMENCLATURE
a Speed of sound, ft/sec
C Local wing chord
Cp Pressure coefficient, (Pro P?/q®
d Probe tip diameter, in.
I Model reference length, '22.58 in. (139) or 22.63 in. (140B)
M Mach number
p Static pressure, psia
Pm Model surface static pressure, psia
Po Tunnel stilling chamber pressure, psia
Po Free-stream pitot pressure, psJa
pp Survey pitot pressure, psie
q® Free-stream _!ynamic pressure, I)sia
I1e Reynolds number
-I
Re/ft Unit Peym)l_ls nuinb(r, ft
T Static temperature, °[%
T Tunnel stillin_ chamber temt)eratuie, '_t%o
TT Survey total temperature, °I{
u Vel_,cit>, ft/sec
X Axial distance fr,)m the nc,,_;e, in.
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XVV Axial distance from the wing leading edge, in.
J
Y Lateral distance from the model centerline, in.
Zp Probe height above model surface along the survey probe|
drive axis, in.
Model angle of attack, deg
Boundary-layer thickness, in.
Local body deflectionangle with respect to the X-Y plane, deg
_, Ratio of specific heats (I. 40 for air)
Viscosity, ib-sec/ft 2
p Density, slug/ft3
SIJBSCRIPTS
e Boundary-lzyer-edge condition
h Based on model reference length
max Maximum value
® Free-stream condition
i Probe 1.
2 Probe 2
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